MANIFESTO

I am Vedant Kumar Sultania (190020129), contesting for the post of Cultural Secretary of Hostel 9, if selected would enhance hostel culture and propose to do the following

INITIATIVES:-
- Will form a group of people for Technical aspects for drama (like Sound team, Light team, music team) for making of MDGC team.
- Will organise **Short-story competition**, **script writing competition** this sem.
- Organise **Mimicry, Monologue competition** online in CultFIESTA as well as in hostel fest 9tanki.
- Will organise **ImproV Games** like Film Dub, Actor Switch, Story Death and many more and conduct **Zoom play/play share** once/twice in month.
- Will organise **Photo-Story competition** and **Photography Contest**.
- Introduce **General Art Contest** (theme based, prizes will be given).
- Planning to make a social Media dramas group (fb, insta) to post content related to acting skills, dramas and related stuff.

GENERAL CHAMPIONSHIPS(GC):-
- Will form a database of hostel students and freshies as per their interest.
- Will Recruit and form a team for **MDGC**.
- Ensure **MDGC** and **SPGC** will be conducted smoothly.
- Properly plan and schedule all GC’s in Hostel.
- Ensuring maximum participation of students in all the GC’s
- Make sure all works have to be submitted before any deadline in GC’s.
- Will ensure proper GC team meetings so that planning for GC would be in time.

GENERAL DUTIES(AS COUNCIL):-
- Will conduct intra hostel events through collaboration with the hostel's respective secy to increase hostel cult culture.
- Coordinate with ICC, convenor of FourthWall and PFA Club about the events to be scheduled.
- Participate with full enthusiasm in 9tanki, PAF, Gala Dinner etc
- Will help in ideation of any fest in hostel and be active in council Meet.
- Helping Cult Co. and other Co’s in managing and arranging their events.
- Will ensure enough participation from our hostel in events like Sophie prod.
- Publicizing about all events through notice boards, Facebook page, WhatsApp, Instagram, Telegram etc.
- To ensure photos and videos are taken of each event and uploaded on websites and social media.

CREDENTIALS:-
- Took Part in SPGC for Hostel-9
- NSS-Volunteer:- Performed in Street Play On Republic Day(2020)
- Events Organizer in Abhyuday and Techfest(2020)